Muons and other ionizing radiation produced by cosmic rays and radiative decays affect CMOS/CCD sensor. When particles colliding with sensors atoms cause specific kind of noise on images recorded by cameras. We present a concept and preliminary implementation of method for recognizing those events and algorithms for image processing and their classification by machine learning. Our method consists of analyzing the shape of traces present in images recorded by a camera sensor and metadata related to an image like camera model, GPS location of camera, vertical and horizontal orientation of a camera sensor, timestamp of image acquisition, and other events recognized near-by sensors. The so created feature vectors are classified as either a muon-like event, an electron-like event or the other event, possibly noise. For muon-like events our method estimates azimuth of a muon track. Source of the data is database of CREDO (Cosmic-Ray Extremely Distributed Observatory) project and ESO (European Southern Observatory) archives. The telescope dark frames from ESO are analysed. CREDO project collected so far over 2 millions images of events from many kinds of cameralike: smartphones camera, laptop webcams and Internet of Things cameras localised around the globe.
Introduction
Cosmic rays are high-energy particles from outer space. They have energy from GeV event to ZeV. When they arrive at Earth, they collide with the nuclei of atoms in the upper atmosphere, creating more particles i.a. muons. Muons do not interact strongly with matter, and can travel through the atmosphere to penetrate below ground.
Cosmic ray particles, such as muons and other radiation interact with electronics. Cosmic ray interact especially with the CCD/CMOS sensor [1] . When muon hits the camera sensor, it interacts with camera pixels that are on its way. As the result on image we see light dot or track depending on angle to the plane of the sensor [2] .
Using image analysis methods and machine learning we can detect, measure, classify and statistically analyze the cosmic-ray hits. We are presenting concept and preliminary implementation of such method.
Data source
We used two data sources. The open database of CREDO (Cosmic-Ray Extremely Distributed Observatory) project [3] and astronomical RAW images from ESO (European Southern Observatory) archive [4] .
CREDO project collect images which contain cosmic-ray hits from CCD/CMOS camerabased detectors.
CREDO database contains cropped hit images in 24-bit RGB format and lossless data compression. On 2019-06-25 database contained 3139268 images from 7527 different devices: mainly from smartphones camera captured by CREDO Detector app [5] , webcam captured by application designed for Windows [6] and RaspberryPi camera captured by application working on Raspbian OS [7] . Those images are ready for analysis but some of them are artifacts: hot pixels or false cosmic-ray hits from badly covered camera. Moreover CREDO database contain hits from non CCD/CMOS based detectors (such as scintillator based detectors) but we simply ignore them.
The hit images can be downloaded by CREDO API Tools [17] . To download those images we need user account with download privileges.
In addition we can extract cosmic-ray hits from astronomical RAW images especially from dark frames (images from covered telescope are used for CCD noise calibration) [4] . The ESO archive contains images in FITS format (RAW image + header). On RAW images the cosmic-ray hits must be found and cropped.
In recent days, the world has received sensational information about a mysterious flash in the photo from the Curiosity rover on Mars. NASA say it can be cosmic-ray hit [8] .
Image analysis
Cosmic-ray hit image analysis have the following steps: 1. Adjust settings and features of image source, 2. Hit detection on whole image frame and crop image with hit, 3. Extract features of hit image, 4. Classify, 5. Exclude hot pixels and artifacts and 6. Statistical analysis.
Adjust settings and features of image source
The source of the images is various camera sensors working on various settings and environmental conditions. The camera sensors have different pixel size and reacts differently to cosmic-ray hits. Cosmic ray track depend on pixel area and pixel depth sensitive ( Figure 1d ). In science CCD/CMOS sensors pixels are big: 9-15µm length and width (LW). In smartphone sensors pixels are small: 1-2µm LW. When pixel area is large then cosmic-ray have sharp edge. On images from ESO the spot-like cosmic-ray hits may look like hot pixel (Figure 2a) , however there are exceptions. Another ESO image have fuzzy cosmic-ray, but non-linear image-bright normalizer was used (Figure 2d ) [1] and it may be electrical crosstalk effect between pixels (Figure 1d ) [25] . In smaller pixels, the cosmic-rays are more fuzzy (Figure 2b ), but the most samples comes from non-RAW images (Figure 2c) . Moreover, the science CCD/CMOS camera are monochrome (Figure 1a) . Smartphone camera is RGB where one pixel is achieved from 4 pixels for each followed color: 1x red, 1x blue and 2x green. Moreover professional (especially science) camera provide [4] image in RAW format, where each pixel on sensor is saved as separated pixel in image file. In smartphones without support of RAW, we get down-sampled image: each pixel in image file is the result of over an average dozen pixels in camera sensor (Figure 1b) .
New high-end smartphones have good noise detection. It cause that detection via downsampled images is not possible, because the single light pixels is easy to cutoff by software (Figure 1b) . Fortunately those smartphones support saving images in RAW format where those pixels are not cutoff (Figure 1c) .
Another environmental feature is a temperature (higher temperature, more noise, less bright distance to cosmic-ray) and GPS coordination width height and XYZ sensor orientation relative to ground plane.
Hit detection on whole image frame and crop image with hit
Hit detection on whole image is easier on dark frames. Each object brighter than the standard noise is a potential cosmic-ray candidate. Having series of the images of the same view of sky, we can subtract the stars. In the next phase it can be classified as hot-pixel or other artifact and cut them off.
We can use popular algorithms to detect stars, nebulae and comets on astronomical images [13] . In our experiment we use AstroPy [9] library for FITS files from ESO archive. Using AstroPy can cause some problems with non-continuous muon tracks, because AstroPy detects them separately (Figure 2: e and probably b, Figure 3d ). So we must analyze detected hits by position and angle, then join them together if it looks like one hit (similar angle, are located close to each other on the extension of the line of first hit).
When the whole hit is detected we crop image around whole single cosmic-ray track. Our hit detection algorithm was implemented in [16] .
In CREDO database the hit detection is done using detector device app. When RAW image is not supported then typically image format is YUV with 8-bit depth of luminance (0-255 value). The detection algorithm on app is very simple and have two phases. First phase is the calibration, where dark noise is measured and bright threshold is obtained (default: 3x of average of noise but not less than 80 and not higher than 160). Second stage is the detection stage. Each image frame is analyzed and when pixel brighter than threshold is found then in the local neighborhood (in crop area range, default 60px) we find brightest pixel and crop hit image around than.
The result of this step is the set of bitmaps with cropped cosmic-ray hit (default 60px x 60px) and normalized to 0-255 bright scale. The original XY of hit coordination in original frame is stored as one of the features.
Extract features of hit image
The (1) and (2) step described above provides vector of features for each hit. The main features are: model of sensor (can be used to get next features e.g. pixel size, matrix area etc.), GPS location with height, image source type (RAW/non-RAW), timestamp of image, exposure time, normalization parameters and etc.
Next features are extracted by image analysis. We use photoutils [10] and scikit-image library [11] to extract those data. The following features are extracted: ellipticity, marked area, convex area, orientation, track length and width.
The implementation of our feature extraction algorithm is published in [15] .
Classification
Most papers classify hit as spot-like (dot), track-like (straight line) and worm-like (polyline) [12] [13] [14] [18] [19] . In [18] convolutional neural networks (CNNs) was used to classify those three classes. We can achieve the same effect by simple ellipticity and solidity (marked area per convex area) comparison (Figures 3a-c) .
It suppose that the tack-like hits is caused by muons hits in angle to sensor plane, worm-like is caused by β -radiation. Spot-like hits may be caused by muon or others radiation. In CORSIKA shower simulator [20] there is described how many kinds of particles we may expect.
Exclude hot pixels and artifacts
Cutting off hot pixels is easy. Having series of images, the hot pixels exist on all or on the most of frames in the same XY coordinates on image frame.
Artifact can cause a bigger problem. Most of the artifact was achieved from badly covered smartphone cameras. CREDO project uses gamification methods [21] for achieve new participants. In each game, we are tempted to cheat. The evidences for the artifact candidate are:
• significant frequency -the frequency of cosmic-ray event about 1 per hour, bad covered camera produces hit-candidate on each frame but it will be cut off as hot-pixel, however non-standard frequency detected is evidence for artifact,
• non-standard hit area -especially width of track,
• color in RGB image.
Devices giving images with too artifacts are banned for the next analysis. 
Statistical analysis
Some statistical analysis was presented on Figure 4 for single device from CREDO project (device ID 1397).
Top-left chart presents histogram of marked area in px 2 for hits with ellipticity value less than 0.1. Probably the hits with smaller marked area are caused by mouns and hits with larger marked area are caused by β -radiation. More experiments with physical radiation source or cosmic-ray peak simulations or statistical analysis from more devices are required in order to confirm it. Each sensor is different, so analysis must be self-calibrated to the marked area. The marked area value should depend on pixel properties (pixel size and image format: RAW or down-sampled RGB), sensitive depth and crosstalk effect.
Top-right chart presents histogram of length of tracks in pixels for hits with ellipticity value greater than 0.8. Those hits should be caused by muons. Length of track should depend on muon angle to sensor plane, pixel properties and depth sensitive . The crosstalk effect should affect track width (minor axis length).
Bottom-left chart presents histogram of orientation of hits from top-right chart. Orientation of track will be useful, when correct azimuth is placed in hit metadata. Not every smartphone supports compass or its accuracy is~30 • . However non regular distribution of orientations on histogram, when sensor matrix is parallel to the ground flat plane, is not natural. Some noises on data transmission can produce a single track-like artefacts. Typical track-like artefact have exactly 0 • , 45 • or 90 • orientation angle.
Bottom-right chart presents 2D histogram of hit frequency with solidity and ellipticity value given.
Conclusion and future work
Described algorithms extract various features from cosmic-ray hits on images, which can be used in future analysis.
We need to develop an auto-calibration method for each separated device, because even the same device model can provide different hit images with different frequency. Perhaps it will be possible to determine the kind of particle and measure its energy based on shape and brightness.
The detector applications for devices need to be improved by RAW image support and better GPS location acquisition. Most devices works at home where GPS signal is not found. The better time synchronization is also needed. We are going to implement NTP algorithm based on IT-SOA Service Monitoring conception [22] . Moreover we are going to implement some gamification ideas which will acquire new participants and increase the network of detectors. Source code of detector applications are published on MIT license so we encourage to collaboration.
It is possible to detect and analyze air showers. But current number and coverage of devices is too small. One smartphone covers approx. 1mm 2 detection area. However CREDO project adopt other non CCD/CMOS-based detectors such as CosmicWatch [23] , that have significantly bigger detection area.
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